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Abstract—Modern critical infrastructure networks are becoming increasingly interdependent where the failures in one
network may cascade to other dependent networks, causing
severe widespread national-scale failures. A number of previous
efforts have been made to analyze the resiliency and robustness
of interdependent networks based on different models. However,
communication network, which plays an important role in today’s
infrastructures to detect and handle failures, has attracted
little attention in the interdependency studies, and no previous
models have captured enough practical features in the critical
infrastructure networks. In this paper, we study the interdependencies between communication network and other kinds of
critical infrastructure networks with an aim to identify vulnerable components and design resilient communication networks.
We propose several interdependency models that systematically
capture various features and dynamics of failures spreading in
critical infrastructure networks. We also discuss several research
challenges in building reliable communication solutions to handle
failures in these models.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern critical infrastructure (CI) networks are becoming
increasingly dependent on communication network with the
development of technologies such as IoT and smart grid.
Due to the rising of the technologies, the networks are more
interdependent [12] than before where the failures of one
network may cause the failures of other dependent networks.
The 2003 North American blackout [1], [11], the 2003 Italian
blackout [19], and 2012 Hurricane Sandy [2] are all such
canonical examples. During the 2003 U.S. Northeastern power
outage, 3,175 communication networks suffered from abnormal connectivity outage [11]. Indeed, reliable communication
systems play an increasingly important role in today’s critical
infrastructure networks. For instance, in the 2012 Hurricane
Sandy report [2], it was recommended that backup communication systems with batteries be prepared for both residential
and business continuity.
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eral interdependency models, each of which captures some
important features in heterogeneous CI networks. For simplicity, we use an example between a communication network and
a power grid network, although the models can be extended
to other heterogeneous CI networks. We study the effect
of the zigzag cascading failures, where the two networks
are mutually dependent. The failures of one network may
cause failures both within the same network and the other
dependent network. Such failures may cascade several times
between the two networks. Indeed, depending on scenarios in
different heterogeneous CI networks, the way failures cascade
among the networks can vary. The interdependency models we
propose consider different features in modeling the failures and
the way in which cascading failures occur.
A number of previous efforts have been made on the
analysis of the interdependent networks. Different models
have been proposed to understand the relationship between
CI networks. For instance, the simple model was presented in
previous works [14], [25], which captures the essential features
of CI networks about the relationship between the networks.
However, most of these approaches ignore several factors such
as the power supply and demand in the power grid network. To
the best of our knowledge, existing interdependency models do
not capture enough practical features in the CI networks that
can serve the purpose of building a reliable communication
network.
To address the limitations, we propose several practical
interdependency models. For instance, the weighted model
considers factors such as the power supply and demand. In
addition, we consider the fact that a node failure will not
only cascade to other networks but will also cause effects in
the same network, e.g., the traffic control problem in road
network where the congestion due to traffic at a node will
cause failures of neighboring nodes. To capture this feature,
we propose spread model and weighted spread model. In
addition, the cluster model considers the failures such as
network partition and the probabilistic model includes the
facts where the failures are not deterministic, which works
especially for modeling multiple heterogeneous network. Each
model includes several features of some CI networks, which
makes it challenging in building reliable broadcast solutions
considering various types of failures such as software bugs
and cyber attacks.
Based on the proposed interdependency models, we can
identify vulnerable components in various CI networks and
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model as we show in this paper, this paper aims to capture
more features in modeling heterogeneous CI networks.
Reliable broadcast is an essential tool in guaranteeing
messages are reliably delivered at correct nodes in the presence
of failures. It has been widely studied to tolerate both crash
failures [20], [30] and Byzantine (arbitrary) failures [8] in
both loosely connected graphs [13], [23], [30] and highly
connected graphs [9], [20]. It has a wide application in distributed systems [7], storage systems [30], and communication
network [29]. In this paper, we study the interdependency
models to build reliable communication solutions.
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Fig. 1. A c-network with 5 c-nodes and a p-network with 5 p-nodes.

build reliable communication models in the communication
network. Specifically, due to the communication capabilities
of the nodes such as routers and sensors, nodes will be able
to analyze the network and predict the failures in a fully
distributed manner, based on which we can handle the failures
before they are present.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Modeling interdependencies between critical infrastructure
networks is challenging due to the heterogeneity of CI networks such as the types of coupling and types of failures [26],
[28]. A lot of previous work focus on the analysis and
simulation of CI networks [5], [15]–[17], [24], [25], [31],
which are broadly categorized into: empirical approaches,
agent based, system dynamics based, economic theory based,
and network based approaches [24]. We use graphs to represent the relationship between CI networks, which belongs to
the network-based approaches [10], [17], [27]. It is a natural
approach to the problem of reliable broadcast.
The mathematical frameworks for understanding the robustness of interdependent networks have been widely studied [6], [18], [22]. Those models focus on different types
of connections between different models of networks, e.g.,
one-to-one correspondence [5], connections between nodes
with the same degree [6], and interdependency between lattice
networks [22]. We consider the interdependency models that
capture features in real network and focus on the relationship
between communication network and other CI networks.
Several previous efforts study the interdependency between
communication network and power grid. Most of them focus on the simulation to find the vulnerabilities of existing
network [25] or the design of a robust topology [16]. Our
previous work [14] studies a resilient communication solution
to predict cascading failures and handle it through the use
of soft communication links so that messages can still be
reliable delivered in the presence of crash failures in the
communication network. In this paper, we propose several
interdependency models between communication network and
other CI networks. While our previous work uses a simple

III. P RELIMINARIES
We study the interdependency between communication network c-network and other heterogeneous critical infrastructure
networks. Specifically, we use the interdependency between
two networks to represent the models, as shown in Fig. 1.
Without loss of generality, we use power grid network pnetwork as an example in the rest of the papers to represent
the models. The communication network consists of a set of
m c-nodes c1 , c2 , · · · , cm (e.g., routers, sensors, etc.). The
power grid consists of a set of n p-nodes p1 , p2 , · · · , pn (e.g.
substations). The sizes of the two networks may or may not
be the same.
The interdependency between the networks can be represented in a directed graph G = (V, E). We use edges and
links interchangeably. V = Vc ∪ Vp is the set of the nodes
where Vc is the set of c-nodes and Vp is the set of p-nodes.
E = Ec ∪ Ep ∪ Ecp ∪ Epc is the set of edges, where Ec
represents the edges between c-nodes, Ep represents the edges
between p-nodes, Ecp is the set of edges from c-nodes to pnodes, and Epc is the set of edges from p-nodes to c-nodes.
The Ecp and Epc edges, also referred to as interdependency
edges, are directional. The Ec and Ep edges are bi-directional.
Without loss of generality, we call two c-nodes neighbors or
direct neighbors if there is an edge between them, i.e, they
can communicate with each other. If a c-node ci has an edge
to a p-node pi , we call pi a p-neighbor of ci . Similarly, if a
p-node pi has an edge to a c-node ci , we call the c-node a
−
c-neighbor of pi . For any node, e.g., c-node ci , we use P (→
ci )
←
−
to represent the p-neighbors of ci and P ( ci ) to denote the
p-nodes that have an edge to ci , i.e., ci is a c-neighbor of
−
P (←
c−i ). Similarly, for any p-node pi , C(→
pi ) represents the c←
−
neighbors of pi and C( pi ) represent the c-nodes that have an
interdependency edge to pi , i.e., pi is a p-neighbor of them.
IV. I NTERDEPENDENCY M ODELS
In this section, we introduce several models that model
the interdependency between c-network and other critical
infrastructure networks, as summarized in TABLE ??. Based
on different features of the models, we are able to build reliable
communication solutions in different CI networks.
A. Simple Model
Models used in several previous works [14], [16], [25] can
be generalized into a simple model, where a p-node operates
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(a) Node c3 fails and it cannot support p2 and (b) Node p2 still has incoming interdepen- (c) Node c4 fails since p5 does not have an
p5 .
dency edges from c1 and c2 . Node p5 fails. edge to it.
Fig. 2. The simple model.

if it receives control signals from at least one c-node and
a c-node operates if it receives power from at least one pnode, i.e., each node operates if there is at least one incoming
interdependency edge. As illustrated in Fig. 2 based on the
graph in Fig. 1, node c3 fails, all its edges are removed, and it
cannot support p2 and p5 . Node p2 still operates since it still
has incoming edges from c1 and c2 . However, node p5 fails.
Since there are not incoming interdependency edges, c4 fails.
The simple model does not include much information about
the heterogeneity of different networks, e.g., each substation
(p-node) is connected to a generator that is sufficient for
receiving power, the power supply or demand is not considered, the operating c-nodes are connected to the control
center that is robust to failures, etc. In addition, it does not
consider the relationship between nodes in the same network,
i.e., network partition is not considered. Instead, this model
captures the essential properties of the networks and is useful
for analysis on the understanding of interlinking between
different networks.
As we study in previous work [14], since the simple model
only captures the topology of the networks, it provides a natural approach for the nodes to analyze and predict cascading
failures in a fully distributed manner. Therefore, we can handle
failures before they are present.
B. Weighted Simple Model
We use weighted graph to include the features such as the
power supply or demand. In this specific case, it is meaningful
to only make the Epc edges weighted and other edges remain
the same with the simple model. As shown in Fig. 3, the
number on the links represent the weights as power supply,
e.g., in Watts. For example, the failure of p4 will make node
c2 lose 15W. Assuming that each c-node requires at least 10W
to operate, c2 will fail.
The weighted simple model can also be useful to also
include the backup battery at c-nodes, e.g., uninterrupted
power supply (UPS) for the routers. For instance, if node c2
has an ups of 2W for 24 hours, it can operate continuously
before the failures are handled. Based on this weighted model,
the reliable communication solutions can handle both the

failures caused by the interlinking of networks and the control
issues in CI networks such as the power grid.
C. Spread Model
It can be observed that the simple model and weighted
simple model do not consider the links among p-nodes,
which can be only meaningful in networks where each node
represents a single entity and the nodes are not interconnected,
e.g., power substations, gas stations, etc. However, in other
cases where nodes are connected in a natural way, such as
flow lines and transportation networks, we must consider the
links between the nodes, i.e., traffic tolerance. For instance,
in road network r-network, a faulty node (r-node) may also
spread to other neighboring r-nodes. In the c-network, it is
also possible where a faulty causes the failures of neighboring
nodes due to attacks, e.g., DoS attack.
The spread model captures the feature where a faulty node
will first spread and cause the failures of the same network.
For instance, as shown in Fig. 4, similar with previous cases,
the failure of c3 causes the failures of p5 . The failure of p5
spreads to p4 , which can not support c2 and c5 . Node c5 fails
due to p4 and node c4 fails due to p5 .
The spread model can be extended in several ways. For
instance, a faulty node can spread to all the direct neighbors
in the same network, nodes within certain number of hops, etc.
It provides a model for the reliable communication between
c-network and the CI networks that are connected in a natural
way, e.g., reliable traffic control between c-network and rnetwork.
D. Weighted Spread Model
The weighted spread model uses the weighted model to
capture the spreading of failures. For instance, as shown in
Fig. 5, the failures of p5 spreads to p4 , which not only cause
the failure of node c4 and c5 , but also cause the failure of c2
assuming c2 requires 10W to operate but it can only receive
8W from node p1 .
In addition, the weighted spread model has other useful
extensions. For instance, a faulty node spreads to the nodes
within x hops where the nodes at the ith hop decrease j in
their supply. For instance, the failure of node p5 spreads to
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(c) Node c2 only receives 8 from p1 and it
requires 10 to operate, it fails.

Fig. 3. Weighted simple model where the weights represent the supply from p-nodes and each c-node requires at least 10 to operate.
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Fig. 4. The spread model
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Fig. 5. The weighted spread model.

its direct neighbor p4 and p4 directly fails. The failure further
spreads to p1 and its supply amount is reduced to 5 from 8.
The weighted spread model can be used to build reliable
communication between CI networks that are connected in a
natural way and desire traffic tolerance, e.g., road network and
flow line network.
E. Cluster Model
The cluster model considers a model based on any of
previous models but considers an additional property: only
nodes that are mutually dependent are potentially functional.
For instance, as illustrated in Fig. 6, nodes c3 , c4 , and p5 fail

and other nodes all have at least one incoming interdependent
edges. The c-nodes are partitioned and form two clusters:
c1 and c2 , and c5 . Node p1 , p2 , and p4 are in the same
cluster with c1 and c2 since each node has at least one
outgoing interdependency edges and at least one incoming
interdependency edges from the other network. Node p3 only
receives signals from node in the cluster, i.e., c1 . However, it
does not provide power to the nodes int the cluster. Similarly,
node c5 does not form a cluster with any p-nodes. Therefore,
only c1 , c2 , p1 , p2 , and p4 are potentially functional.
The cluster model is similar with the model in previous
work [5], which considers bidirectional interdependent edges
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incoming interdependency edges.
p1 , p2 , p4 ) since it does not have an outgoing and p3 are potentially not functional.
interdependency edge to the cluster.
Fig. 6. The cluster model.

and each node only has one dependent node from the other
network. The cluster model is more general and considers
directional edges between networks and each node can have
multiple dependent nodes.
The cluster model captures the feature where partition in a
network may cause the failures of dependent networks. In a
c-network, if no prior solutions are made to build connections
in the presence of failures, the partition of network will make
the dependent networks more vulnerable, e.g., since p3 does
not support any c-node in the cluster, it may not be functional
even if it can receive signals from c-nodes in the cluster. It
can also be useful to identify the usable connected components
and provide a solution to build resilient topology.
F. Probabilistic Model
Most models are more practical if they are probabilistic.
For instance, the spread model makes more sense in some
networks if the failures that spread in the same network are
probabilistic, e.g., consider traffic control in flow line network,
the failure of an intersection flow point may cause failures to
its direct neighbors while it does not spread to other neighbors
depending on the capacities of the links. Similarly, in the
interdependency between c-network and p-network, if a pnode fails, it is possible that a power plant that transmits power
to it fails. In this case, other p-nodes that are connected to the
power plant may also fail with certain probability.
Similarly, the failures of interdependency edges are probabilistic in several cases. For instance, consider the interdependency between c-network and r-network. It is straightforward
that r-network depends on the c-network that c-nodes provide
signals to the r-nodes in r-network for the purposes such as
traffic control. However, it is less straightforward that c-nodes
depend on the r-nodes. But if we consider the interdependency
between the r-network and p-network, the physical failure of
a road may cascade to the power grid network and causes
the failures of power lines and power plants (e.g. by causing
restoration delays). The failures will further cascade to cnetwork. In this way, this model is more practical if its is
probabilistic, i.e., there is certain chance where the failure of
−
a r-node ri will cascade to C(→
ri ).

The probabilistic model can be useful to build reliable
communication by considering multiple heterogeneous CI
networks, where it requires c-nodes to maintain knowledge
about the other CI networks.
V. R ELIABLE C OMMUNICATION
The interdependency models represent different features between communication network and other critical infrastructure
networks. Based on the models, in this section, we discuss
the challenges in building reliable and resilient communication
techniques based on the interdependency models.
A. Distributed Analysis
Reliable broadcast guarantees messages are reliably distributed to all the correct nodes in the network. However, in
today’s large scale and dynamic network with frequent failures, reliable broadcast desires fast response and even timely
recovery. In the interdependency model, indeed, we can use a
powerful centralized agent that analyzes the cascading failures
for all the nodes and build a resilient topology to prevent
failures. However, it is challenging to use a centralized agent
for reliable broadcast to handle failures. First, it is difficult for
the centralized agent to maintain the whole topology, especially in highly dynamic networks, which makes the analysis
results inaccurate. Second, it generates high computational and
communication overhead for the centralized agent. Indeed, if
all the nodes that detect failures in the network sends a request
to the computing agent for an analysis, the centralized agent
may have high overhead in calculating for all the nodes and
sending the results to them. Although distributed agents may
be a choice, they are still difficult to maintain and can generate
high overhead. To summarize, it is desirable for the nodes
to analyze the failures in a distributed manner. Due to the
communication capability of the c-nodes, e.g., routers, nodes
can analyze the cascading failures while maintaining minimum
information. For instance, our previous work [14] builds a
reliable broadcast solution in the interdependency between
communication network and power grid network where nodes
analyze the failures in a fully distributed manner using the
simple model.

B. Handling Various Types of Failures
The cascading failures described in §IV mainly refer to the
cases where faulty nodes are not functional. However, in the
interdependency model between communication network and
other critical infrastructure networks, there are other types of
failures to be considered. For instance, a timing failure [3], [4]
refers to a c-node that responds correctly but in an untimely
fashion. Although these type of failures are benign, which may
not cause wrong analysis results when analyzing cascading
failures, it will make it challenging where nodes may have
incomplete information. In comparison, other types of failures such as Byzantine failures [21] can be harmful, where
Byzantine faulty nodes behave arbitrarily due to any reasons
such as hardware errors and cyber attacks. For instance, faulty
nodes may cooperate together to make correct nodes accept a
message that is not generated by the corresponding sender.
In the interdependency model, these types of failures may
cause inaccurate results in analyzing the cascading failures
distributively to build reliable broadcast solutions.
C. Detecting Failures from other Networks
Indeed, through the techniques of communication network,
failures in the network can be detected and handled in a certain
way. However, it is hard for nodes in communication network
to analyze the failures in the dependent networks. For instance,
in the spread model where failures in the p-network may
spread to the neighbors, it will be challenging for the c-nodes
to learn the failures without knowing all the dependent nodes
in addition to its p-neighbors. Similarly, since each node does
not maintain the whole topology, it can be impossible for the
c-nodes to analyze the results in the weighted models. Among
all the models, it is the most challenging to build distributed
solutions in the cluster model. Indeed, c-nodes will not learn
the clusters that are mutually connected without maintaining
the whole topology.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the interdependency between critical
infrastructure networks. We propose six (simple, weighted
simple, spread,weighted spread, cluster, probabilistic) interdependency models focusing on the interactions between communication network and other critical infrastructure networks.
Each model captures some specific features in different networks and can be used for analysis of heterogeneous networks.
Based on the models, we are able to build reliable communication using distributed analysis of vulnerable components
prior to the failures and handle them when they are present.
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